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Retarded field calculation of electron energy loss in inhomogeneous dielectrics
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The exact solution of Maxwell’s equations in the presence of arbitrarily shaped dielectrics is expressed in
terms of surface-integral equations evaluated at the interfaces. The electromagnetic field induced by the pas-
sage of an external electron is then calculated in terms of self-consistently obtained boundary charges and
currents. This procedure is shown to be suitable for the simulation of electron energy loss spectra when the
materials under consideration are described by local frequency-dependent response functions. The particular
cases of translationally invariant interfaces and axially symmetric interfaces are discussed in detail. The
versatility of this method is emphasized by examples of energy loss spectra for electrons passing near metallic
and dielectric wedges, coupled cylinders, spheres, and tori, and other complex geometries, where retardation
aspects and Cherenkov losses can sometimes be significant.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spatially resolved energy loss spectroscopy with fast e
trons has proved to be a powerful microscopy technique
determining local chemical and electronic structure, parti
larly when looking at the excitation of target atomic core1

The relatively more intense low-energy, valence excitat
part of the loss spectrum is also of considerable interes2–5

but so far has been of less practical importance. The la
impact parameters associated with low-energy transfers
result in reduced spatial resolution and the theory neede
interpret the results is more complex and less direct.

In this context, the surface modes of various particula
simple geometries have been theoretically investigated in
past without inclusion of retardation effects~e.g., in planar
surfaces6 and in sharp,7,8 hyperbolic,8 and parabolic9

wedges!. Fast-electron energy losses have been analytic
calculated, also in the nonretarded limit, near pla
surfaces,10,11 isolated spheres,12–14 hyperbolic wedges,15

spheroids,16 cylinders,17 two coupled cylinders,18 combina-
tions of spheres and planes,19–21and more recently, near tw
coupled spheres.22 Granular materials composed of random
distributed spheres have been studied as well using effec
medium theories to find the loss function of equivalent h
mogeneous media.23–26

For more complex geometries often encountered in p
tice, numerical simulations of the excitations generated b
passing electron are necessary and have already been
cessfully explored in the nonretarded case.27–32This type of
calculation was first introduced by Fuchs27 to compute opti-
cal properties of small crystal cubes by expressing their
sponse in terms of an integral equation involving their s
face polarization, which in turn he solved self-consisten
by considering a discrete set of points on the surfaces.
equivalent approach, consisting in using a self-consisten
lation for the induced surface charge rather than the sur
polarization, has been proposed to calculate plasmon ex
tion frequencies and electron energy losses near arbitr
0163-1829/2002/65~11!/115418~17!/$20.00 65 1154
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shaped interfaces.28 This method has been employed to ca
culate energy losses near metallic spheres lying on pla
surfaces29 and plasmon frequencies of channels cut into o
erwise planar surfaces.33 More recently, it has been applie
to calculate electron energy losses near other translation
invariant interfaces30–32 and axially symmetric interfaces,30

taking advantage of the symmetry to reduce the dimensio
the problem.

The finiteness of the speed of lightc becomes importan
when the time needed to propagate an electromagnetic s
through the characteristic wavelengthd of the charge density
fluctuations associated to a given mode of frequencyv is
comparable to its period of oscillation,34 that is, when
vd/c.1. For instance, in a sphere of radiusa, the modes of
angular momentum numberl are characterized byl nodes in
the polar direction, so thatd;a/ l and they suffer importan
retardation effects whenva/c. l .35

The electron velocity plays the role of determining whi
modes are efficiently excited. The electromagnetic field
up by the electron has a characteristic range given by
adiabatic impact parameterb;v/v, so that only modes of
comparable or smaller wavelengthd can be excited, and
therefore, retardation effects require thatv/c;1 in order to
be observed. In addition, when this latter condition is f
filled, retardation effects appear also in the propagation
the external electromagnetic field set up by the electr
leading to an effective relativistic contraction of the impa
parameter.36,17,37,38

Cherenkov losses arise in bulk materials when sufficien
large positive values of the real part of the dielectric functi
lower the velocity of radiation inside the medium below t
electron velocity. This type of radiation can also be produc
for electrons passing outside the sample, as shown below
electrons moving parallel to dielectric wedges.

The effect of retardation on electron energy loss has b
analytically investigated for relativistic electrons traversi
foils,39,40 or moving near planar surfaces,36,41 cylinders,17 or
spheres.37,38 For arbitrary geometries, retardation can be
corporated by using the so-called discrete-dipole approxi
©2002 The American Physical Society18-1
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tion, also known as coupled-dipole method,42–44 first intro-
duced by Purcell and Pennypacker42 in the study of optical
properties of dielectric grains, and later applied to se
standing spheres and two neighboring spheres.43 This
method relies upon intensive numerical calculations, sinc
basically consists in modeling the sample by an array
dipoles distributed throughout its volume and coupled
each other. It has advantages for very complex geome
and has been applied in its nonretarded version to car
nanostructures by assigning an induced dipole to desc
each carbon atom, with the polarizability adjusted to rep
duce the response of graphite.45,46 However, this method is
essentially three dimensional and becomes prohibitive
large structures.

A method which combines the advantage of being ess
tially two dimensional with the incorporation of retardatio
has been developed by Pendry and co-workers to obtain
persion curves47,48 and energy losses49 in periodic dielectric
arrays. They solved the Maxwell equations by starting fr
the electric and magnetic fields at a given plane and t
propagating these fields to consecutive parallel planes u
the entire unit cell of the array was covered, constructing
this way a transfer matrix. Finite difference in the tim
domain methods, where spectral properties are obtaine
Fourier transforming the electromagnetic field calcula
within a time-dependent approach, have been also emplo
in this context.50 However, these methods exhibit slow co
vergence in systems with large dielectric contrast or thin s
depths. Also, the transfer matrix approach and other meth
based upon plane wave51 and Bloch wave52 expansions are
difficult to apply to finite geometries.

Multiple-scattering techniques designed to solve the M
well equations for clusters of dielectric objects by reduc
the problem to the knowledge of the scattering properties
the individual constituents have been developed for perio
systems of spheres53–56and cylinders,57,58and more recently,
generalized to arbitrarily distributed finite clusters
spheres,59 with explicit application to electron energy los
spectroscopy~EELS!.60 But these methods require the sca
tering matrices of the cluster constituents as input, which
analytical only for certain simple geometries such as cy
ders or spheres.

A method for simulating EELS with the incorporation o
retardation effects in the presence of arbitrarily shaped in
faces has been recently proposed by the authors.37 It consists
in expressing the three-dimensional dependence of the s
and vector potentials in terms of interface charges and
rents via a set of surface integral equations. This is
boundary element method61 ~BEM!, where the only assump
tion, also common to all previously discussed methods
that the different media involved in the structures und
study are described by frequency-dependent local diele
functions and terminate in abrupt interfaces.

The assumption of isotropic media followed here is ge
erally valid, except in highly anisotropic materials such
multiwall nanotubes and multishell fullerenes.62,45,63,64More-
over, local, frequency-dependent dielectric media are c
monly assumed in theoretical studies. This approximatio
well justified for aloof geometries or large electron velo
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ties, in which case the effect of dispersion in the respo
function is usually not important.65 The question of the va-
lidity of the local response approximation and the neglect
quantum-size effects in small targets has been a
addressed66 and it has been suggested that sizes above a
nanometers guarantee the absence of this type of effec
metallic systems.66

A derivation of the BEM is presented below in Sec.
The formalism is general enough to be able to deal w
magnetic materials as well as with heterostructures form
by an arbitrary number of different materials. The BEM c
be used for any external perturbation and the application
the simulation of EELS is discussed in Sec. III. The cases
targets characterized by either translational invariance al
one particular direction or axial symmetry are discussed
Secs. IV and V, respectively, where numerical examples
offered. Special emphasis is placed in comparing the res
of both nonretarded~Poisson’s equation! and fully retarded
~Maxwell’s equations! calculations. Finally, the main conclu
sions of this work are summarized in Sec. VI. Gauss
atomic units~a.u., that is,\5m5e51) will be used from
now on, unless otherwise specified.

II. BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD
FOR SOLVING THE MAXWELL EQUATIONS

IN INHOMOGENEOUS DIELECTRICS

The solution of Maxwell’s equations in the presence
arbitrarily shaped abrupt dielectric interfaces is expresse
this section in terms of surface integrals involving interfa
charges and currents that act as sources of the induced
tromagnetic field. This is the boundary element metho61

~BEM!, consisting in self-consistently finding those interfa
distributions for a given external field.

A derivation of the BEM is presented in Sec. II A for th
case of interfaces separating two different media. Furt
details concerning the numerical procedure followed to so
the self-consistent surface-integral equations are given
Sec. II B. The generalization to an arbitrary number of me
is offered in Sec. II C. Finally, the nonretarded limit is di
cussed in Sec. II D. As a guide to this section, a schem
representation of the different relevant elements involved
the theory is shown in Fig. 1.

A. Basic elements of the theory

Let us start from Maxwell’s equations in frequenc
spacev:67

¹•D54pr, ¹3H1 ikD5
4p

c
j ,

¹•B50, ¹3E2 ikB50,

where k5v/c, D5eE is the electric displacement, andB
5mH is the magnetic induction. In the local response a
proximation used here, the dielectric functione(r ,v) and the
magnetic permeabilitym(r ,v) might depend upon spacer
and frequencyv. The last two Maxwell equations permit u
8-2
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to express the electric and magnetic fieldsE andH in terms
of scalar and vector potentialsf andA as

E5 ikA2¹f ~1!

and

H5
1

m
¹3A. ~2!

In the spirit of the Lorentz gauge, the convenient relation

¹•A5 ikemf ~3!

will be adopted here. Then, the first two Maxwell equatio
can be recast as

~¹21k2em!f524pS r

e
1ssD ~4!

and

~¹21k2em!A52
4p

c
~m j1m!, ~5!

where

ss5
1

4p
D•¹

1

e

and

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the elements involved in
solution of Maxwell’s equations in the presence of arbitrari
shaped sharp interfaces by means of the boundary element m
~BEM!. The interface shown in the figure~solid curve! separates
medium 1 from medium 2. The interface normalns at a given
interface points is chosen to be directed towards medium 2. T
interaction between different points within a given mediumj is
described by means of the Green functionGj @see Eq.~8!#, and in
particular, the electromagnetic field atr ~within j 51 in the figure!
is expressed in terms of the external sources~located atr 8 in the
figure! plus some equivalent boundary charges and currents,s j (s)
andhj (s), respectively, which account for the action of any exter
and induced sources beyond the boundary surface@see Eqs.~6! and
~7!#. The fields ats are also constructed in this way on both sides
the interface and the well-known boundary conditions for the e
tromagnetic field are satisfied by choosing appropriate values
the equivalent boundary sources.
11541
s

m52
1

4p
@ ivf¹~em!1cH3¹m#.

The above expressions remain valid for any arbitra
spatially-dependent dielectric functione and magnetic per-
meability m. Here, we focus on abrupt interfaces that se
rate two homogeneous media, labeled 1 and 2, characte
by frequency-dependent response functions (e1 ,m1) and
(e2 ,m2), respectively.68

The quantitiesss andm take nonzero values only at th
interface, so that they can be understood as additio
charges and currents on the dielectric boundary, origina
in the discontinuity ofe andm.68 In particular, the vectorm
is not parallel to the interface68 and indeed it is normal to the
latter in nonmagnetic materials, so that it cannot represe
physical current. However,ss is connected to the interfac
polarization charges.67 Rather than usingss andm, we shall
introduce equivalent surface charges and currents in w
follows, which will be determined by applying the appropr
ate boundary conditions for the electromagnetic field in m
dia separated by abrupt interfaces.

The general solution of Eqs.~4! and ~5! that vanishes at
infinity will be written, for r inside each mediumj, as

f~r !5
1

e j~v!
E dr 8Gj~ ur2r 8u!r~r 8!

1E
Sj

dsGj~ ur2su!s j~s! ~6!

and

A~r !5
m j~v!

c E dr 8Gj~ ur2r 8u!j ~r 8!

1E
Sj

dsGj~ ur2su!hj~s!, ~7!

whereSj refers to the boundary of mediumj 51,2;

Gj~r !5
eik j r

r
~8!

is the Green function of the wave equation

@¹21kj
2#Gj~r !524pd~r ! ~9!

in mediumj; kj5kAe jm j ; and the square root is understoo
to yield positive imaginary parts~this sign choice ensure
that f and A actually vanish at infinity, while at the sam
time, it is consistent with the retarded response formali
adopted in this paper!. That Eqs.~6! and ~7! are indeed the
solution of Eqs.~4! and~5! can be seen upon inspection: b
construction, the first integrals on the right hand side of E
~6! and ~7! satisfy Eqs.~4! and ~5! outside the interfaces
where ss50 and m50.68 The additional surface integral
are required partly to include the effects ofss and m and
partly to compensate for the fact that thead hocGreen func-
tion G(ur2r 8u)5Gj (ur2r 8u) for r lying in mediumj is dis-
continuous at the interfaces.69 Therefore, Eqs.~6! and~7! are
the solution of Eqs.~4! and~5! provided one can choose th
boundary charges and currentss j andhj in such a way that
the resulting electromagnetic field satisfies the custom
boundary conditions.67,69 Notice thats j and hj do not gen-
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erally represent real interface charges.70 However, in the
nonretarded limit (c→`), s1 can be made to coincide wit
s2 and represents a physical induced interface charge
shown below in Sec. II D.

The continuity of the tangential electric field and the no
mal magnetic induction at the interface, together with
gauge condition given by Eq.~3!, leads to the continuity of
f andA @see Eqs.~1! and~2!#. That is, Eqs.~6! and~7! have
to have the same value on either side of the interface
separates medium 1 from medium 2, and therefore, one

G1s12G2s25f2
e2f1

e ~10!

and

G1h12G2h25A2
e2A1

e , ~11!

respectively, where

f j
e~s!5

1

e j~v!
E dr 8Gj~ us2r 8u!r~r 8! ~12!

and

A j
e~s!5

m j~v!

c E dr 8Gj~ us2r 8u!j ~r 8! ~13!

are equivalent boundary sources that scale linearly with
external perturbation. Matrix notation has been adopted
Eqs.~10! and~11!, so that interface coordinatess are used as
matrix and vector indices, and matrix-vector products su
asGjs j involve integration over the interface.

The equivalent boundary sourcesf j
e andA j

e are the scalar
and vector potentials that would be created at the interf
points by the external charges and currents if the entire sp
were homogeneous and filled with mediumj. Accordingly,
the right hand side of Eqs.~10! and ~11! represent the jump
in such potentials betweenj 51 and j 52.

In the nonmagnetic case~i.e., whenm j51), the continuity
of the tangential magnetic field and the vector potential
plies that both the tangential derivatives of all components
the vector potential and the normal derivative of the tang
tial vector potential must be continuous@see Eq.~2!#. Using
this and Eq.~3!, one has that (ns•¹)A2 inskemf is continu-
ous as well. Inserting Eqs.~6! and ~7! into this last expres-
sion, one finds

H1h12H2h22 ikns~G1e1m1s12G2e2m2s2!5aW ~14!

(m j is maintained here for later reference!, where

aW 5~ns•¹s!~A2
e2A1

e!1 ikns~e1m1f1
e2e2m2f2

e! ~15!

and H j is the normal derivative of the Green functionGj ,
which must be taken from both sides of the interface. M
precisely,

H1~s,s8!5 lim
h→01

ns•¹sG1~ us2hns2s8u!

5ns•¹sG1~ us2s8u!12pd~s2s8!

and
11541
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H2~s,s8!5 lim
h→01

ns•¹sG2~ us1hns2s8u!

5ns•¹sG2~ us2s8u!22pd~s2s8!,

where

ns•¹sGj~ us2s8u!5
ns•~s2s8!

us2s8u3
~ ik j us2s8u21!eik j us2s8u,

Eq. ~A2! of Appendix A has been employed, and the inte
face normalns has been chosen to be directed towards m
dium 2 ~see Fig. 1!. In a homogeneously charged infinit
plane, thed functions inH j account for the normal electric
field of opposite direction on either side of the plane.

For magnetic materials, the projection of Eq.~14! on ns
still holds as a result of Eq.~3!, but the tangential part mus
be replaced by

~ns] iG12ts
i H1!

1

m1
•h12~ns] iG22ts

i H2!
1

m2
•h2

5@ns•] i2ts
i
•~ns•¹s!#S A2

e

m2
2

A1
e

m1
D , i 51,2, ~16!

where ts
1 and ts

2 are two independent tangential vectors a
the derivative] i is taken along the directionts

i . Eq. ~16!
comes from the continuity of the tangential magnetic field

Finally, the continuity of the normal electric displaceme
ens•( ikA2¹f), leads to

H1e1s12H2e2s22 ikns•~G1e1h12G2e2h2!5De,
~17!

where

De5ns•@e1~ ikA1
e2¹sf1

e!2e2~ ikA2
e2¹sf2

e!# ~18!

is the difference of the normal displacement that would
created at the interface by the external sources if the en
space were homogeneous and filled with either mediumj
52 or mediumj 51, respectively.

In brief, it has been shown that when the auxiliary boun
ary charges and currentss j andhj are self-consistently cal
culated from Eqs.~10!, ~11!, ~14!, and~17! then Eqs.~6! and
~7! constitute the solution of the Maxwell equations that va
ishes at infinity and satisfies appropriate boundary conditi
at the interfaces. For magnetic materials, the projection
Eq. ~14! on the interface directions has to be replaced by
~16!. The external source is introduced via inhomogene
terms, as defined by Eqs.~12!, ~13!, ~15!, and~18!. Magnetic
media will not be considered here, although they can be d
with by straightforward generalization of what follows.

B. Numerical procedure

Taking into account the vectorial character of some of
quantities involved in Eqs.~10!, ~11!, ~14!, and~17!, one can
realize that these constitute a system of eight linear surfa
integral equations with eight unknown complex functions
the interface coordinates~namely,s j andhj for j 51,2). Dif-
ferent methods can be employed to solve this system
8-4
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equations. For instance, in simple geometries, one
project the interface sources, charges, and currents on a
cated basis set~e.g., Bessel functions in the case of axia
symmetric systems!. Instead, we have chosen a method t
can be straightforwardly applied to arbitrary geometries
consists in discretizing the interface integrals, that is, in
ducing the spatial dependence of each quantity to a disc
numberN of representative points distributed along the
terface (sa , for a51, . . . ,N!. Associated to each of thes
points, we will consider an interface elementdSa such that
this defines a perfect tiling of the interfaces.

Both the external field and the unknowns (s j ,hj ) will be
assumed to exhibit only very small variations between c
tiguous points of the discretization, so that they can be c
sidered to be nearly constant within each interface elem
This is certainly the case when a sufficiently large value oN
is taken and the external charge and current distributions
not overlap the interface. Potential problems at sharp ed
and corners are effectively prevented by rounding them
which is justified on physical grounds.

With this discretization, the operators that appear in
noted system of equations can be approximated by finite
trices of dimensionN3N. Besides, the interface charges a
currents are approximated by complex vectors of dimens
N, containing the value of (s j ,hj ) at the N representative
points. Notice that bothH j (s,s8) andGj (us2s8u) diverge in
the s→s8 limit. However, this is an integrable divergenc
that is easily overcome by averaging over the small interf
elements. More explicitly, the components of matrixGj and
vectors j read

Gj ,ab5E
dSb

ds8Gj~ usa2s8u!

and

s j ,a5s j~sa!,

where the indicesa andb label interfaces elements. One ca
proceed with other quantities in a similar way. For instan
d(s2s8) becomesdab , andns ande j must be interpreted a
diagonal matrices with elementsnsa

dab ande jdab .

The resulting discretized system involves 8N linear equa-
tions and 8N complex variables, which require a comput
tion time proportional to (8N)3 to be solved by direct inver
sion. A more efficient procedure is followed here b
separately manipulating matrices of dimensionN3N such as
Gj . After some algebraic manipulations, the solution of E
~10!, ~11!, ~14!, and ~17! is found to be, for nonmagneti
materials (m j51),

s j5Gj
21S21$De2e j 8S j 8f

e1 ikns•D21@~e12e2!~aW

1 iknse j 8f
e!1~e2S12e1S2!Ae#% ~19!

and

hj5Gj
21D21@aW 2S j 8A

e1 ikns~G1e1s12G2e2s2!#,
~20!
11541
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where

fe5f2
e2f1

e, Ae5A2
e2A1

e,

S j5H jGj
21 ,

D5S12S2 ,

S5e1S12e2S21k2~e12e2!2ns•D21ns , ~21!

and j 852,1 whenj 51,2. Just to make the notation cleare
the (ab) component of matrixns•D21ns in Eq. ~21! reads
(nsa

•nsb
)@D21#ab .

Equations~19!, ~20!, and~21! are actually a powerful too
that can be used to find analytical solutions of Maxwe
equations in simple geometries~e.g., planes, spheres, cylin
ders, or spheroids! by projecting matrices and vectors on
basis of analytical functions~e.g., plane waves or Besse
functions!. Previous analytical results for the cylinder17 and
the sphere38 are readily reproduced.

The natural oscillation modes of the system are also
tained from the relation det$S%50. For instance, in a plana
interface, working in momentum spaceQ along the interface
directions, one hasGj52p/AQ22kj

2, H152p, and H25
22p, and upon substitution in Eq.~21!, one finds the well-
known dispersion relation71 Q5k@e1e2 /(e11e2)#1/2, which
in the nonretarded limit reduces toe11e250.

Equations~19!, ~20!, and~21! can be evaluated with only
four matrix inversions and two matrix multiplications, if on
neglects addition of matrices, multiplication by diagonal m
trices, and multiplication of matrices by vectors, which r
quire a computation time proportional toN2. Thus, the com-
putational cost of evaluating these equations is proportio
to 6N3.

C. Generalization to an arbitrary number of media

The formalism presented in Secs. II A and II B can
generalized to geometries that involve more than two diff
ent materials by performing a few redefinitions. First of a
the Green functionGj will be taken to be given by Eq.~8!
only when it connects points on the inner interface of a h
mogeneous region of space filled with mediumj and it will
be set to zero otherwise. Moreover, (e2 ,m2) and (e1 ,m1)
will be now taken to represent the response functions of
materials j 2 and j 1 that lie on the side pointed to by th
interface normal and on the opposite side, respectively. N
rally, these variables, includingj 1 and j 2, might depend on
the interface coordinatesa . This dependence will be denote
e1,a5e j 1(a) , and so on.~Notice that the interface normal
cannot be chosen in general such that those surrounding
ery homogeneous region of space point either all inside o
outside that region.!

Using the matrix notation introduced in last section, t
componenta of terms such asH1e1s12H2e2s2 in Eq. ~17!
has to be interpreted as
8-5
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(
b

$H j 1(a),abe1,a@s1,bd j 1(a) j 1(b)1s2,bd j 1(a) j 2(b)#

2H j 2(a),abe2,a@s1,bd j 2(a) j 1(b)1s2,bd j 2(a) j 2(b)#%,

5(
b

$H j 1(b),ab@d j 1(a) j 1(b)2d j 2(a) j 1(b)#e1,bs1,b

2H j 2(b),ab@d j 2(a) j 2(b)2d j 1(a) j 2(b)#e2,bs2,b%.

This equation expresses the fact that charges that cann
connected without crossing any interface are blind to e
other.69 Therefore, Eqs.~10!, ~11!, ~14!, ~16!, and ~17! re-
main valid if one makes the substitutions

G1,ab←Gj 1(b),ab@d j 1(a) j 1(b)2d j 2(a) j 1(b)#,

G2,ab←Gj 2(b),ab@d j 2(a) j 2(b)2d j 1(a) j 2(b)#,

H1,ab←H j 1(b),ab@d j 1(a) j 1(b)2d j 2(a) j 1(b)#,

and

H2,ab←H j 2(b),ab@d j 2(a) j 2(b)2d j 1(a) j 2(b)#,

where the Green functions on the right hand side of th
expressions are calculated with the definition given in E
~8!.

With these substitutions the boundary currents satisfy
Eq. ~20!, whereas the boundary charges are resolved as

s j5Gj
21S21$De2S j 8L j 8f

e1 ikns•@~L12L2!D21~aW

1 iknsL j 8f
e!1~L2D21S12L1D21S2!Ae#%, ~22!

where

L j5Gje jGj
21

andS needs to be redefined as

S5S1L12S2L21k2ns•~L12L2!D21ns~L12L2!.

Notice that the parametrization can be chosen such thaL j
5e j in the two-media case.

D. Nonretarded limit

In the nonretarded limit,k→0, the Green function~8!
reduces to the nonretarded Coulomb interaction 1/r . With a
suitable redefinition of the external sources~see Ref. 69! f j

e

becomes independent ofj @see Eq.~12!#. Furthermore,A j
e

and aW vanish andDe5(e22e1) f @see Eqs.~15! and ~18!#,
where

f ~s!5E dr 8F~s,r 8!
r~r 8!

e~r 8,v!

is the external electric field normal to the interface and

F~s,s8!52
ns•~s2s8!

us2s8u3
.

11541
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Eqs. ~10!, ~11!, and ~14! are trivially satisfied by settinghj
50 ands15s25s. The remaining Eq.~17! can be used to
obtain self-consistently the induced interface charges. One
finds ~for only two different materials!

Ls~s!5 f ~s!1E
S
ds8F~s,s8!s~s8!, ~23!

where

L52p
e21e1

e22e1
.

Finally, the induced potential is given in terms of the induc
interface charge as69

f ind~r !5E ds
s~r !

ur2su
.

Similar expressions were proposed by Fuchs27 to obtain sur-
face oscillation modes of complex geometries, and more
cently by Lu and Maradudin33 to calculate plasmon modes o
channels cut into planar surfaces.

Equation~23! separates the response functions of the t
materials that form the structure under consideration~fully
contained insideL) from the actual geometry of the inter
face~fully contained on the right hand side of that equatio!.
In the absence of a source,f 50 and Eq.~23! reduces to an
eigenvalue problem forL. This fact has been used to formu
late sum rules that relate the plasmon modes of a given
ometry with those of its complementary72 ~notice thatL
changes its sign upon exchange ofe1 ande2).

Electron energy loss spectra can be simulated by set
the external charge to that of a fast electron.28 This method
has been applied to electrons passing near spheres lyin
planar surfaces,29 and more recently, to both translational
invariant interfaces30–32and axially symmetric interfaces30 of
otherwise arbitrary shape. It has been also shown30 that,
given a certain interface geometry, the EELS spectrum ne
to be calculated only once for a given combination ofe1 and
e2, so that the result for any other combination can be
pressed in terms of that one. Unfortunately, this conven
property does not apply to the retarded case, due to the
volved dependence of the Green function~8! on e j . In the
present work, nonretarded results for EELS have been
tained using this approach and compared with the retar
calculations offered below.

III. APPLICATION TO ELECTRON ENERGY LOSS
SPECTROSCOPY

The energy loss suffered by a fast electron passing nea
inhomogeneous sample and moving with constant velocitv
along a straight line trajectory described byre(t) can be
related to the force exerted by the induced electric fieldEind

acting back on the electron as

DE5E dtv•Eind@re~ t !,t#5E
0

`

vdvG~v!
8-6
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~the 21 electron charge has been included here, so
DE.0 with this definition!, where

G~v!5
1

pvE dtRe$e2 ivtv•Eind@re~ t !,v#%

is the loss probability. The Fourier transform

Eind~r ,t !5E dv

2p
e2 ivtEind~r ,v!

has been introduced and the propertyEind(r ,v)5@Eind(r ,
2v)#* has been used.

The formalism presented here applies to electron traje
ries that may cross in general some of the interfaces.
external electron source enters via the equivalent boun
sourcesf j

e , A j
e , aW , andDe @Eqs.~12!, ~13!, ~15!, and~18!#.

Fortunately, only electrons moving fully inside homog
neous media need to be considered to obtain the boun
sources.69 Writing the electron trajectory asre(t)5b1vt,
one obtains analytical expressions for the boundary sour
From Eq.~12!, one finds

f j
e~s!5

22

ve j
K0S vus'2b'u

vg j
Deiv(si2bi)/v, ~24!

where g j51/A12e jm jv
2/c2, K0 is the modified Besse

function of order 0, and the symboli (') refers to compo-
nents parallel~perpendicular! with respect to the velocity
vectorv. Also, Eq.~13! permits one to write

A j
e~s!5e jm j

v

c
f j

e~s!. ~25!

Finally, aW andDe are easily obtained by inserting these e
pressions into Eqs.~15! and ~18!, respectively.

The contribution to the loss probability coming from th
first terms in Eqs.~6! and~7! does not contain any informa
tion about the interface, and it is the same as if the elec
were traveling inside the bulk of an infinite material d
scribed by a dielectric functione j and a magnetic permeabi
ity m j . This permits one to separate the loss probabilityG as

G5Gbulk1Gboundary,

where

Gbulk~v!5(
j

L j

pv2
ImH S v2

c2
m j2

1

e j
D lnF qc

22kj
2

~v/v !22kj
2G J

~26!

corresponds to the contribution just noted. Here,kj
2

5(v/c)2e jm j , L j is the length of the trajectory inside me
dium j, andqc is a momentum cut-off that, in the absence
a microscope aperture limiting the electron scattering ang
is determined by energy conservation.

Whene j andm j are real~except for a positive infinitesi-
mal imaginary part!, bulk Cherenkov losses arising from th
denominator of the ln argument of Eq.~26! can be clearly
identified as67
11541
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GCherenkov
bulk ~v!5um j uL j S 1

c2
2

1

v2e jm j
D , ~27!

subject to the Cherenkov conditionv2e jm j.c2. Equations
~26! and ~27! are also valid for left-handed materials,73

where the real part ofe j andm j are simultaneously negative
The remaining contributionGboundarycomes entirely from

the induced electric field produced by the auxiliary bound
charges and currents@the second terms in Eqs.~6! and ~7!#.
Gboundaryresults in characteristic energy losses that are rela
to the geometry of the interface.

Inserting Eqs.~6! and ~7! into Eq. ~1! to calculate the
electric field, one obtains

Gboundary~v!5
1

pv (
j
E

t j
0

t j
1

dtReH e2 ivt

3E
Sj

dsv•@ ikGj~ ure2su!hj~s!

2¹re
Gj~ ure2su!s j~s!#J , ~28!

where the time integral is extended over the part of the
jectory inside each mediumj visited by the electron.

Equation~28! is general and it can be used to derive an
lytical expressions for the energy loss probability in simp
geometries such as the planar surface,36,41 the cylinder,17 or
the sphere.37,38 However, we are concerned here with mo
complex interfaces, which cannot be worked out analytica
In particular, the cases of translationally-invariant interfac
and axially symmetric interfaces will be discussed in Se
IV and V.

IV. EELS IN TRANSLATIONALLY INVARIANT
INTERFACES

When one considers interfaces that are invariant un
translations along one particular direction, but otherwise
arbitrary shape, the number of points needed to evaluate
auxiliary boundary charges and currents given by Eqs.~19!,
~20!, and ~22! is considerably reduced by working in th
space of Fourier transform along the direction of symme

For invariance under translations along thez axis, the in-
terfaces can be parametrized ass(u,z)5@Rs(u),z#, where
Rs(u)5@xs(u),ys(u)#, so that the interface normalns

5(ys8 ,2xs8,0)/Axs8
21ys8

2 points towards the medium on th
right hand side when one runs along the interface profile
the sense of increasingu ~see Fig. 1!.

Using the convolution theorem, the results of the previo
sections can be fully applied by expressing the differ
quantities in Fourier space with respect to the direction
symmetry. In particular, the boundary charges can be wri
as

s j~u,z!5E dq

2p
s j~u,q!eiqz, ~29!

and the transform of the Green function~8! reduces to
8-7
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FIG. 2. Energy loss probability per energy range and unit path length for electrons moving parallel to a hyperbolic 90° Al we
section of the wedge is shown in the insets, with the trajectories under discussion indicated by dots~the electrons move perpendicularly t
the plane of the paper! and passing close to the wedge corner in~a! and ~b! and close to one of the wedge sides in~c! and ~d!. Retarded
~non-retarded! results are shown by solid~broken! curves. Two different electron energies are considered: 100 keV in~a! and ~c!, and 200
keV in ~b! and ~d!.
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Gj~R,q!52K0S qR

g j
D , ~30!

where R denotes space coordinates normal toz, g j

51/A12kj
2/q2 and the square root is chosen to yield po

tive real parts. The surface integrals can be performed m
ing the substitution30

E
S

→ E duJ~u!, ~31!

whereJ(u)du5Axs8(u)21ys8(u)2 du is an element of length
in the contour shown in Fig. 1. Moreover, the integral ovez
becomes a simple product in Fourier spaceq as a result of
the convolution theorem.

If kj is real and satisfieskj.q then g j turns out to be
imaginary, and consequently, Eq.~30! becomes an oscillatory
function of R that describes the propagation of Cherenk
radiation. In any other case, Eq.~30! decays exponentially
with R @even for real dielectric functions, unlike what ha
pens withGj (r )# and this is reflected in an exponential d
pendence of the loss probability with impact parameter, fi
reported in the nonretarded limit for planar interfaces.10

For an electron moving parallel to thez axis with impact
parameterR0 inside mediumj 0, the external charge densit
reads22pd(R2R0)d(v2qv) and the boundary source
f j 0

e , A j 0

e , aW , andDe are proportional tod(v2qv), so that
11541
-
k-

v

t

only the Fourier componentq5v/v makes a contribution.
More precisely, using Eq.~24! with b'5R0 andbi50, one
has

f j 0

e ~u,q!5
24p

e j 0

K0FvuRs~u!2R0u
vg j 0

Gd~v2qv !,

andA j
e , aW , andDe are readily obtained using Eqs.~25!, ~15!,

and~18!. Therefore, making use of Eq.~29!, the linearity of
Maxwell’s equations leads to

s j 0
~u,z!5s̃ j 0S u,

v

v Deivz/v

v
~32!

and

hj 0
~u,z!5h̃j 0S u,

v

v Deivz/v

v
, ~33!

where the delta functiond(v2qv) has been used and th
functionss̃ j 0

and h̃j 0
have a smooth dependence onv.

Using Eqs.~32! and~33!, the integrand on the right han
side of Eq.~28! turns out to be independent oft, so that, after
dividing by the path length, the electron energy loss pro
ability per unit of path length reduces to
8-8
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Pboundary~v!5
2

pv2E duJ~u!ImH K0FvuRs~u!2R0u
vg j 0

G
3F s̃ j 0

~u,v/v !2S v

cD •h̃j 0
~u,v/v !G J ,

~34!

wheres̃ j 0
and h̃j 0

are obtained from Eqs.~20! and ~22! by
using Eq.~30! for the Green functions and the transformati
rule ~31! for the interface integrals. The fact that¹r becomes
(¹R ,iq) in Fourier space has been used in deriving this eq
tion @see Eq.~29!#.

For arbitrarily oriented trajectories, differentq compo-
nents contribute simultaneously, and they have to be sum
up to yield the loss probability.30,32 This case will not be
considered here for simplicity.

Equation ~34! has been employed here to calculate
energy loss probability per energy range and path length
electrons moving near different structures made of Al,
Al2O3, Si, and SiO2, and the results have been represente
Figs. 2–6. The response of Al has been approximated b
Drude dielectric function

e~v!512
vp

2

v~v1 ih!

with bulk plasma energyvp515 eV and dampingh
50.5 eV. The rest of the dielectric functions have be
taken from experimental optical data~Ref. 74 for Bi and Ref.
75 for the rest!. m j51 has been assumed, since these
nonmagnetic materials. For isolated cylinders and wed

FIG. 3. Impact parameter dependence of the energy loss p
ability per energy range and path length for 200-keV electrons m
ing parallel to a hyperbolic 90° Al wedge~see inset!. Various values
of the impact parameterb have been considered, as shown by
bels. Retarded~nonretarded! results are represented by solid~bro-
ken! curves. The inset shows the height of the corner peak~at v
56.7 eV andv57.8 eV with and without retardation, respe
tively! as a function ofb ~thick curves!, compared to pure exponen
tial decay;exp(23vb/vg) and;exp(23vb/v) in the retarded and
nonretarded cases, respectively~thin lines!.
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convergence has been achieved withN5100 points~see Sec.
II B !. For coupled cylinders, 100 points per cylinder are
quired.

Figure 2 shows loss spectra for electrons moving para
to an aluminum wedge with different velocities and impa
parameters, as shown in the insets. The wedge has a s
hyperbolic profile, with a rounded corner that facilitates co
vergence with the number of discretization points~see insets
in the figure!. These spectra share a prominent peak
around 6.528 eV coming from the excitation of modes lo
calized in the corner of the wedge~corner peak!, as reported
in previous studies.30–32 When one considers trajectorie
passing closer to one of the faces of the wedge than to
corner, planar surface modes show up at higher energ
while the strength of the corner loss is diminished@see Figs.
2~c! and 2~d!#. The effects of retardation in the loss probab
ity ~solid curves as compared to the nonretarded das
curves! are translated into a redshift of the spectral featur
The energy shift of the corner peak amounts to 0.6 eV
100-keV electrons@Figs. 2~a! and 2~c!# and 1.2 eV at 200-
keV @Figs. 2~b! and 2~d!#. Energy shifts are more noticeab
for low-frequency symmetric modes~the corner peak! than
for higher-frequency features. The latter are mainly related
both antisymmetric modes30,32and planar modes. This differ
ent behavior of the energy shift can be interpreted in term
retardation effects in the interaction among different regio
of the wedge surface: the only source of sign cancellation
the interaction between distant surface regions in the s
metric corner mode, which does not have any node in
plane of the insets of the figure,30,32 comes exclusively from
the modulation introduced by the factor exp(iqz), shared by
all modes with parallel momentumq5v/v; however, the
induced charges and currents in antisymmetric modes h
more nodes than those in symmetric modes,30,32 so that sign
cancellations in the interaction between distant regions
more effective in the former. Since retardation effects
smaller in the interaction between near regions, and as
have just stated, the near region has a comparatively la
weight within the contribution coming from antisymmetr
modes, the latter are less sensitive to the noted energy s
as compared with the symmetric corner mode.

Following a similar argument, the characteristic mo
wavelength along the direction of translational symmet
v/v, increases with velocity and this explains why the ret
dation shift is greater at 200 keV than at 100 keV.

The height of the corner peak maximum drops off nea
exponentially with increasing impact parameter, as shown
Figs. 3. For the same velocity, the nonretarded theory p
dicts a faster decay with impact parameter as compared
the retarded one. This is consistent with the relativistic c
traction of the effective impact parameter@see Eq.~30!# ob-
served in planar36 and spherical37,38 geometries, and also
with experiment.76 In order to make this more quantitative
the inset of Fig. 3 shows the height of the corner peak a
function of impact parameterb for 200-keV electrons (v
50.7c) calculated both with and without inclusion of reta
dation effects~thick solid and thick broken curves, corre
sponding to ab-independent energy ofv1'6.7 eV and
v2'7.8 eV, respectively!. Beyond 10 nm, these curves b

b-
v-

-

8-9
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FIG. 4. Energy loss probability per energy range and path length for an electron moving parallel to a hyperbolic 90° SiO2 wedge. A
section of the wedge is shown in the schematic inset, with the trajectory indicated by a dot. Different electron velocitiesv have been
considered, as shown by labels. The real part of the SiO2 dielectric function, Re$e%, and the threshold velocityv th above which the
Cherenkov conditionv th.c/ARe$e% is fulfilled have been represented in an inset as a function of energy lossv.
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have similar to the exponentials;exp(23v1b/vg) and
;exp(23v2b/v) ~thin curves!, respectively, wherev1 /g
54.8 eV represents the corner mode frequency as obse
from the electron frame in the retarded case; both retarda
effects via the red shift of the corner peak and relativis
effects via the time expansion in the electron frame~i.e., the
g factor! contribute to make slower the decay of the lo
probability with impact parameter.

For a SiO2 wedge, the loss probability at low velocities
negligible below 8.5 eV, as shown in Fig. 4. The dielect
function is essentially real in that frequency region, a
therefore, the medium is unable to absorb energy, so tha
losses must be converted into radiation. As the electron
locity increases, the Cherenkov condition (v/c)2Re$e%.1 is
fulfilled within an increasingly large energy range below 8
eV, and as a result, sizeable losses are produced even th
the electron is traveling outside the wedge. The inset of F
4 shows Re$e% and the threshold velocity above which th
Cherenkov condition is satisfied, as a function of energyv.
In particular, the open circle in this inset corresponds tov
50.66c ~see also the horizontal axis of the main figure!. The
peaks at 10.5 and 11.5 eV are arising from maxima in
imaginary part of the SiO2 dielectric function. The former
one is related to localized excitons, whereas the latter
shifts slightly when changing the electron velocity, as diff
ent parallel momentum components are involved. A gen
increase in total losses per unit of path length with increas
velocity is observed within the velocity range under cons
eration (v/c50.520.82). For high energy losses this effe
is due to the role played by the impact parameter; for
stance, the surface energy loss per unit of path length fo
electron moving parallel to a planar surface scales with
impact parameterz and velocityv asK0(2vz/v)/v2, which
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increases withv within the velocity range under conside
ation forz58.5 nm andv;12 eV. The relativistic contrac-
tion of the excitation frequency as seen from the mov
electron frame contributes to this effect as well. However,
small impact parameters this velocity dependence can be
versed.

When the electron penetrates a medium, the bulk los
@Eq. ~26!# can make significant contributions. This is the ca
of bismuth cylinders immersed in alumina, which have be
recently the subject of EELS studies by Sanderel al.77 They
prepared their samples by pressure injection of bismuth
porous alumina and observed energy losses of 200-keV e
trons moving parallel to the cylinders and near the interfa
of one of them. The results of their experiment are shown
Fig. 5~a! ~symbols!. Our calculated result~thick solid curve!
agrees reasonably well with the experiment. Notice that
calculated results are expressed in absolute units of perc
age per eV of energy loss per nm of electron path. The
solute scale in these computations could have been comp
with the experimental result if this had included an indicati
of the specimen thickness, the scattering aperture used,
the number of counts relative to those in the zero loss ch
nel. The 1.2-nm electron beam used in the experiment77 ex-
tends partly into bismuth and partly into alumina, so that
loss spectrum picks up bulk losses from those two mater
~thin curves!. However, the loss spectrum cannot be und
stood as a simple linear combination of bulk losses in th
two materials. Instead, one has to include the contribution
intrinsic interface terms, as calculated from Eq.~34!. This
results in the partial suppression of bulk losses in favor
interface losses~the so-calledbegrenzungeffect!. Further-
more, the 5.5 eV feature is entirely coming from the exci
tion of interface modes.
8-10
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The actual samples consist of triangular lattices of b
muth cylinders.77 The relatively large distance of 17 nm b
tween cylindrical interfaces suppresses to a large extent
contribution of cylinder-cylinder interaction to the energ
loss probability, except for low-energy losses and elect
trajectories passing far from the interfaces, as shown in
5~b!. The interface contribution to the losses@Eq. ~34!#
changes quite dramatically when one considers either
one cylinder ~dotted curve! or three interacting cylinders
~solid curves!. This effect should be observable when addi
the bulk losses~dashed curve!, which are mainly coming
from Cherenkov radiation in alumina@the condition (v/c)2

FIG. 5. ~a! Energy loss probability for 200-keV electrons pas
ing near the interface of a bismuth cylinder of 35 nm in diame
immersed in alumina, calculated with the present theory~thick
curve! and compared with experimental results by Sanderet al.
~symbols; Ref. 77!. The beam runs parallel to the cylinder and
diameter is 1.2 nm. The bulk loss functions of bismuth and alum
@Eq. ~26!# are represented by thin curves for comparison~the prob-
ability for bismuth has been multiplied by a factor of 0.5 to impro
readability!. ~b! Boundary contribution to the loss probability@Eq.
~34!# for electrons moving in alumina and passing near three
muth cylinders~solid curve! and near one cylinder~dotted curve!,
as shown in the insets. The distance from the trajectory to the
inder centers is 30 nm in all cases and the separation between
inder surfaces is 17 nm. The bulk loss function of alumina is r
resented by a dashed curve@Pbulk, Eq. ~26!#.
11541
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'0.48.1/Re$e%'0.31 is fulfilled within the energy range
under consideration#. The dominant effects of the interactio
between cylinders in this case is thus connected to Che
kov radiation that bounces back and forth between cylind
and also to the long spatial range;vg/v'35 nm of the
external perturbation for an energy loss ofv55.5 eV. For
larger energy losses, absorption in alumina is dominant
the interface contribution is very small.

Notice that the interface contribution for three cylinders
Fig. 5~b!~solid curve! takes negative values around 9 eV, a
this is again a manifestation of thebegrenzungeffect as a
correction to the bulk loss. The same experimental wor77

reports on the observation of slight bulk-plasmon shifti
and broadening in isolated bismuth cylinders with diamet
in the range of 30–90 nm, which the authors attribute
quantum confinement effects in the response. The pre
theory does not reproduce this finding, and this can be du
quantum confinement related to dispersion in the bulk
sponse of bismuth, which is not incorporated here.

Figure 6~b! illustrates a structure composed of two diffe
ent materials for an electron running parallel to a SiO2 cyl-
inder that contains a smaller Si cylinder inside. The resu
are compared with a homogeneous SiO2 cylinder with the
same dimensions in Fig. 6~a!. Retardation effects and th
presence of the Si core dominate the low-energy part of
spectra.

A sharp peak, corresponding to a transverse electrom
netic wave within the homogeneous cylinder, is observed
around 9.4 eV in Fig. 6~a! ~solid curve!. This peak, associ-
ated tom561 modes of the cylinder, is completely misse

r

a

-

l-
yl-
-

FIG. 6. ~a! Energy loss probability per energy range and pa
length for electrons moving parallel to an infinite SiO2 cylinder of
40 nm in diameter, as shown in the inset.~b! Same as~a!, when the
cylinder contains a smaller off-centered Si cylinder of 16 nm. T
electron is moving outside the target with velocityv50.9c at a
distance of 5 nm from its surface. The results of retarded~nonre-
tarded! calculations have been represented by solid~broken! curves.
8-11
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by nonretarded calculations~thin broken curve!. Our simula-
tions show that this feature shifts towards lower energ
with increasing electron velocity~7.3 eV forv/c50.999 and
6.6 eV forv/c50.9999), and this is well reproduced by th
analytical dispersion relation of them51 mode for the iso-
lated cylinder.78 Furthermore, the width of this peak is pro
portional to the imaginary part of the dielectric functione i ,
which is negligibly small in the SiO2 gap region, although
the peak height is inversely proportional toe i , so that the
total peak area remains approximately independent ofe i .
This peculiar feature could be used to determine charg
particle velocities via the wavelength of the radiation th
would be emitted when the cylinder is abruptly terminate

Despite the fact that the bulk Cherenkov condition is f
filled within the whole energy range of Fig. 6~a!, no signifi-
cant losses are observed below 8.5 eV, unlike what happ
in the silica wedge of Fig. 4. However, in a medium that
restricted laterally with respect to the electron trajectory,
Cherenkov radiation can only exist for specific quantiz
modes of the structure, as in the guided mode observed a
eV in the cylinder.

The losses are changed substantially by the introduc
of an off-centered core of Si@see Fig. 6~b!#. The guided
Cherenkov peak at 9.4 eV largely disappears and new lo
emerge in the 6–8 eV region, where the Si has meta
behavior~the dielectric function has a negative real part a
a significant imaginary part!. This loss spectrum, howeve
still depends profoundly on the existence of the surround
SiO2 region.

V. EELS IN AXIALLY SYMMETRIC INTERFACES

When the sample is invariant under rotations aroun
particular direction~e.g., thez axis!, its interfaces can be
parametrized as s(u,f)5@rs(u)cosf,rs(u)sinf,zs(u)#,
where rs is the distance to thez axis, f is the azimuthal
angle, andu is a parameter. Then, the different magnitud
defined in Sec. II can be expressed in terms of a Fou
series such as

s j~u,f!5
1

2p (
m

s j
m~u!eimf, ~35!

where

s j
m~u!5E

2p

p

dfs j~u,f!e2 imf.

In particular, the Fourier components of the Green functio
are

Gj
m~u,u8!5E

2p

p

df
eik jd(u,u8,f)

d~u,u8,f!
e2 imf, ~36!

where

d~u,u8,f!5$rs~u!21rs~u8!222rs~u!rs~u8!cosf

1@zs~u!2zs~u8!#2%1/2. ~37!
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Moreover, the surface integrals can be performed making
substitution

E
S

→ E durs~u!M ~u!,

whereM (u)5Ars8(u)21zs8(u)2 and the integral overf re-
duces to a multiplication for each componentm in virtue of
the convolution theorem~i.e., eachm component is decou
pled from the rest!.

For an electron whose trajectory is fully contained insi
medium j 0 and is defined byx5b, y50, and z5vt, the
external boundary source~24! can be written38

f j 0

e,m~u!5
24p

ve j 0

eivzs(u)/vI mS vR,

vg j 0
DKmS vR.

vg j 0
D ,

where R,5min$rs(u),b%, R.5max$rs(u),b%, and g j 0

51/A12e j 0
m j 0

v2/c2. Equations~25!, ~15!, and~18! can be
used to obtain the rest of the equivalent boundary sourc

It is convenient to project vector quantities such ashj

onto the cylindrical frame defined by the vectorsr̂, f̂, andẑ.
The identities needed to obtain the Fourier components
such projections are given in Appendix B. Solving the pr
jected self-consistent system of equations for the bound
charges, one obtainss j 0

m andhj 0

m , in terms of which the loss

probability @Eq. ~28!# reduces to

Gboundary~v!5
2

pv (
m52`

` E durs~u!M ~u!

3ImH I mS vR,

vg j 0
DKmS vR.

vg j 0
D

3e2 ivzs(u)/vFs j 0

m~u!2S v

cD •hj 0

m~u!G J .

~38!

Some examples of application of Eq.~38! have been consid
ered in Figs. 7–11. In this case, the damping of the dielec
function for Al has been takenh51.06 eV.

Figure 7 shows the loss probability for electrons pass
near two Al spheres along a direction parallel to the bo
vector. Different distances between the surfaces of the
spheres have been considered as shown by labels. Notic
huge effect of retardation both for isolated spheres and
spheres separated by 1 nm: the broken curves stand fo
nonretarded result and retardation~solid curves! leads to
various Mie resonances and also to an enhancement o
effect of the interaction between the spheres at low energ
In fact, the sphere radiusa550 nm is large enough to pro
duce a difference in phase ofva/c5116° when the electro-
magnetic signal travels along the length of the radius wit
representative energy ofv58 eV. The interaction between
the spheres is small down to a separation of 5 nm~i.e., a
tenth of the radius in this case!, below which a low energy
peak emerges at'2 eV. However, the nonretarded resu
are dominated by the region of the spheres close to the e
8-12
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tron trajectory, so that the mutual nonretarded interaction
tween the spheres plays a minor role for this particular
ometry; from all the nonretarded multipole modes of t
sphere,vpAl /(2l 11), high values ofl are dominant, leading
to a peak in the loss probability near the planar surface
ergy vp /A2510.6 eV ~actually, the peak shows up a
'10 eV both for isolated spheres and for spheres separ
by 1 nm!: the electron sees the sphere surfaces as ne
planar in the nonretarded approximation.

The loss probability experienced by an electron pass
near an aluminum torus has been considered in Fig. 8
particular, Fig. 8~a! represents the contribution ofm modes
summed up to a given maximum value. A relatively lar
number ofm’s ('12) is necessary to reach convergence
this case of a grazing trajectory. The contribution of sepa
m’s is represented in Fig. 8~b!. Nonretarded results~broken
curves! are in good agreement with retarded calculatio
~solid curves! for high-order modes (umu.4), since these
involve induced charges and currents characterized b
large number of nodes. As discussed for the wedge ab
the interaction between regions of the sample that are r
tively far apart then averages out, and hence, retardatio
not relevant in the remaining short-range interaction.

When several tori are brought together@Fig. 9~a!#, the
interaction among them produces splitting and mixing
low-energy spectral features. The position of the promin
peak at around 9.6 eV is quite insensitive to both retarda
effects and tori coupling. Retardation effects~solid curves!
show up as a shift of the low-energy features of the spe
towards lower energies with respect to nonretarded res
~broken curves!.

FIG. 7. Energy loss probability per energy range for 100-k
electrons passing at a distanceb570 nm from the centers of two
Al spheres of 100 nm in diameter. Different values of the distancR
between sphere surfaces have been considered, as shown by
The nonretarded results have been plotted for comparison foR
5` and for R51 nm ~broken curves!. Consecutive curves hav
been shifted 0.04 % eV21 upwards to improve readability.
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For an electron trajectory coinciding with the axis of sym
metry of the tori, onlym50 contributes to the loss probabi
ity @Figs. 9~b! and 9~c!#. Nonretarded results~broken curves!
are in relatively good agreement with retarded results~solid
curves! in Fig. 9~b!. This is not the case in Fig. 9~c!, where
the larger size of the target enhances the effects of retarda
in the electromagnetic signal coupling different parts of t
surfaces.

Incidentally, modes of energy above the classical surf
plasmon energyvp/A2 are efficiently excited in the geom
etry of Figs. 9~b! and 9~c!. This is connected to the fact tha
the electron is interacting mainly with surface regions
negative curvature~the hole of the tori!,30 unlike what hap-
pens in Fig. 9~a!.

Figure 10 shows EELS spectra calculated for hemisphe
of Al of radius a510 nm in ~a! and a520 nm in ~b!. The
position of the feature at around 6.9 eV resulting from no
retarded calculations~broken curves! does not change from
~a! to ~b!. This reflects the fact that the mode frequencies
not change under scaling transformations when retardatio

els.

FIG. 8. ~a! Energy loss probability per energy range for 100-ke
electrons moving parallel to the axis of symmetry of an alumin
torus. The inner~outer! radius of the torus is 5 nm~25 nm! and its
height is 20 nm. The trajectory is grazing with respect to the to
surface, as shown in the inset. The contributions of differentm
azimuthal modes up to a maximum finite value~see labels! are
compared with the fully converged sum for allm’s. ~b! Under the
same conditions as in~a!, separate contribution of differentm’s
calculated with and without the inclusion of retardation effe
~solid and broken curves, respectively!. Consecutive curves hav
been shifted 0.2 % eV21 upwards to improve readability.
8-13
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ignored. Retardation effects~solid curves! are stronger in~b!
due to the larger radius of the hemisphere, and this is o
more translated into a shift of the spectral features towa
lower energies, which adds to the geometrical red shift
dergone by the modes of hemispheres as compared to t
of spheres.79,20

The features of the energy loss spectra could be po
tially employed to investigate the shape of an object in
direction perpendicular to the electron beam. This is illu
trated in Fig. 11, where several Al ellipsoids have been c
sidered, all of them having in common the same project
along the direction of the electron trajectory: a circle of
dius 10 nm. A strong dependence of the position and ma
tude of the different features of the loss spectra on the e

FIG. 9. ~a! Energy loss probability per energy range for a 10
keV electron moving parallel to the axis of symmetry of 123 co-
axial Al tori. The inner~outer! radius of the tori is 5 nm~25 nm! and
their height is 20 nm. The separation between consecutive tori
faces is 2.5 nm. The results of retarded~nonretarded! calculations
have been represented by solid~broken! curves. The trajectory is
grazing with respect to the tori, as shown in the insets. The p
ability has been divided by the number of tori in each case. C
secutive curves have been shifted 0.4 % eV21 upwards to improve
readability.~b! Same as~a! for an electron moving along the axis o
symmetry.~c! Same as~b! for tori with an inner~outer! radius of 15
nm ~75 nm!, a height of 60 nm, and a surface separation of 7.5 n
Consecutive curves have been shifted 0.2 % eV21 in this case.
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FIG. 10. Energy loss probability per energy range for an el
tron passing near an aluminum hemisphere of radiusa. The electron
moves parallel to the axis of symmetry of the hemisphere w
impact parameterb. ~a! a510 nm andb513 nm. ~b! a520 nm
andb523 nm. The electron energy is 100 keV, except in the t
curve in ~a!, calculated for 200 keV. The results of retarded~non-
retarded! calculations have been represented by solid~broken!
curves.

FIG. 11. Energy loss probability per energy range for a 100-k
electron passing at a distance of 1 nm from the surface of an
minum cylindrical ellipsoid. The electron moves parallel to the a
of symmetry, along which the semi-axis of the ellipsoid takes d
ferent values~14, 12, 10, 8, and 6 nm from top to bottom; se
insets!. The other semiaxes are 10 nm in all cases.
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gation of the ellipsoid is observed. The hemisphere of F
10~a! has also the same projection and gives rise to a v
different spectrum for the same electron energy.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A general technique has been presented to calculate
tron energy losses in the presence of arbitrarily shaped
electrics by solving Maxwell’s equations, making use
boundary charges and currents to represent the respon
the system. This permits us to reduce the three-dimensi
electromagnetic field to two-dimensional surface integ
equations that are solved self-consistently by discretizing
integrals. The method allows one to deal with magnetic m
terials as well as heterostructures involving an arbitrary nu
ber of different materials. It is also very suitable to descr
metals with thin skin depths and high dielectric contrast.

Detailed consideration has been given to the cases
translationally invariant interfaces and axially symmetric
terfaces, where use of symmetry has been made to eas
numerical effort by reducing the problem to effectively o
dimension.

The effects of retardation have been proved to be dram
when the size of the objects under consideration is la
even for electron energies of 100 keV~see Fig. 7!. These
effects are connected to the variation in the phase of an e
tromagnetic signal when it travels across the character
lengtha of a given object, so that whena is large, the phase
differenceva/c becomes also large. A general shift of th
excitation modes towards lower energies has been obse
when retardation is incorporated, as compared to a no
tarded description obtained from Poisson’s equation. This
havior can be qualitatively understood by considering an
ject described by a frequency-independent dielec
function; then, one can argue that the frequencyv of a given
eigenmode will scale witha in such a way thatva/c is a
dimensionless constant number, and hence, the larger th
dius a, the smaller the frequencyv.

The effect of the electron velocity consists in changing
weight attributed to each of the excitation modes in the l
spectra. For finite objects, where only a small number
modes contribute efficiently to the energy loss, varying
velocity does not produce any significant energy shift in
features of the spectra. However, for unbound systems, s
lar to the wedges considered in Sec. IV, the number of
evant modes is infinite~they are labeled by the momentumq
in the case of translationally invariant objects such as th
discussed in Sec. IV!, and a different coupling between targ
and electron due to different velocities results in ene
shifts of the features of the loss spectra with varying veloc
~see Fig. 2!.

Radiative energy losses are predicted when the Cheren
condition (v/c)2Re$e%.1 is satisfied even for electron
moving outside a material that is not corrugated along
direction of motion~see Fig. 4!. This effect is observed in the
case of targets unbound in at least one direction perpend
lar to the electron velocity~e.g., the wedge of Fig. 4!, but not
in the homogeneous silica cylinder discussed in Fig. 6.

Low-order modes are more sensitive to retardation t
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high-order modes, since they involve strong interaction
tween regions of the interfaces that are relatively far ap
However, they require more extended external perturbati
to be excited, and larger electron velocities facilitate this~the
spatial range of the external field set up by the electron sc
as'v/v with the velocity!.

Energy shift and splitting of spectral features is also o
served due to the interaction between neighboring objects
it has been shown for the cases of cylindrical holes, sphe
and tori.

Finally, iteration techniques such as the recurs
method80,81 have proved to be useful in solving Poisson
equation,82,83and a similar approach could be applied with
the present formalism. Further research in this direction is
progress.
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APPENDIX A: THE GRADIENT OF THE GREEN
FUNCTIONS AT THE INTERFACE

This appendix is devoted to derive expressions for
normal derivatives of the Green function~8! at the interface,
where the divergence ofGj (us2s8u) when s5s8 will be
shown to contribute with a surfaced function. The gradient
of the Green function~8! taken from both sides of the inter
face can be written

lim
h→01

¹sGj~ us6hns2s8u!5¹sGj~ us2su!1nsT
6~s,s8!,

where

T6~s,s8!56 lim
h→01

h

us6hns2s8u
Gj8~ us6hns2s8u!

andGj8(r ) is the derivative ofGj (r ) with respect tor. Mul-
tiplying T6 by an arbitrary functionf (s8), integrating over
s8, and changing the variable of integration tow5(s
2s8)/h, one finds

E
S
ds8T6~s,s8! f ~s8!

56 lim
h→01

E dw
h3

us6hns2s8u
Gj8~ us6hns2s8u!

3 f ~s2hw!, ~A1!

where the identityds85h2dw has been used. The integran
on the right hand side of this expression vanishes in theh
→0 limit except nears5s8. Then, noticing thatGj (r )'1/r
when ukj r u!1, one can approximateGj8(us6hns2s8u) by
21/us6hns2s8u2 in Eq. ~A1!. Moreover, one hasus6hns
8-15
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2s8u'hAw211, provided the interface is smooth, sincew
becomes normal tons whens8→s. Finally, one obtains

E
S
ds8T6~s,s8! f ~s8!57E dw

~w211!3/2
f ~s!572p f ~s!,

from where the equation

lim
h→01

¹sGj~ us6hns2s8u!5¹sGj~ us2s8u!72pnsd~s2s8!

~A2!

can be derived.

APPENDIX B:
USEFUL EXPRESSIONS FOR AXIAL SYMMETRY

This appendix contains the basic identities that permit o
to deal with Fourier transforms of the vector quantities
volved in the self-consistent surface-integral equations
the electromagnetic field in the case of axially symmet
interfaces. Vector quantitiesh will be projected onto the cy-
lindrical frame defined by the vectorsr̂, f̂, andẑ. Given any
operatorG, one has

@ r̂G• r̂ #m5@f̂G•f̂#m5
1

2
~Gm111Gm21!,

@ r̂G•f̂#m52@f̂G• r̂ #m5
i

2
~Gm112Gm21!,
, J

ys
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@ ẑG•f̂#m5@ ẑG• r̂ #m50,

and

@ ẑG• ẑ#m5Gm,

wherem is the Fourier component index, as defined by E
~35! and ~36!. Using these expressions, the components
matrix-vector products are readily calculated as

@Gh#m5 r̂~Gm11h1
m1Gm21h2

m!

1 i f̂~2Gm11h1
m1Gm21h2

m!1 ẑGm@ ẑ•h#m,

whereh6
m5(1/2)@( r̂6 i f̂)•h#m. Also, the identities

@ x̂•h#m5h2
m111h1

m21

and

@ ŷ•h#m5 i ~h2
m112h1

m21!

are useful when projections on thex andy axis are needed
Finally, the inverse of these identities are

@ r̂•h#m5
1

2
$@~ x̂2 i ŷ !•h#m211@~ x̂1 i ŷ !•h#m11%

and

@f̂•h#m5
i

2
$@~ x̂2 i ŷ !•h#m212@~ x̂1 i ŷ !•h#m11%.
ds
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